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All Candidates' performance across questions

Question Title N Mean S D Max Mark F F Attempt %
1 3159 3.4 1.3 5 67.5 99.9
2 3159 2.9 1.2 4 71.9 99.9
3 3160 2.8 1.2 4 70.6 99.9
4 3119 3.5 1.7 6 58.4 98.6
5 3082 2.6 1.3 5 52.7 97.4
6 3120 1.6 1.1 3 54.8 98.6
7 3071 2.7 1.7 5 53.3 97.1
8 3022 2.1 1.4 4 53.3 95.5
9 3070 1.9 1.3 4 48.6 97.1

10 2954 2.3 1.3 6 38.3 93.4
11 3051 3.3 2.2 6 55.1 96.5
12 2936 2.7 2.4 6 45.6 92.8
13 3024 2.7 2 6 44.8 95.6
14 3131 6.7 1.7 8 83.5 99
15 2655 1.6 0.7 2 78.6 83.9
16 2664 5.6 1.9 7 80.6 84.2
17 2497 0.3 0.4 1 25.2 78.9
18 2597 3 2.5 8 37.1 82.1
19 571 6.8 3.9 18 37.9 18.1
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Sticky Note
Usually the question number

Sticky Note
The number of candidates attempting that question

Sticky Note
The mean score is calculated by adding up the individual candidate scores and dividing by the total number of candidates. If all candidates perform well on a particular item, the mean score will be close to the maximum mark. Conversely, if candidates as a whole perform poorly on the item there will be a large difference between the mean score and the maximum mark. A simple comparison of the mean marks will identify those items that contribute significantly to the overall performance of the candidates.However, because the maximum mark may not be the same for each item, a comparison of the means provides only a partial indication of candidate performance. Equal means does not necessarily imply equal performance. For questions with different maximum marks, the facility factor should be used to compare performance.

Sticky Note
The standard deviation measures the spread of the data about the mean score. The larger the standard deviation is, the more dispersed (or less consistent) the candidate performances are for that item. An increase in the standard deviation points to increased diversity amongst candidates, or to a more discriminating paper, as the marks are more dispersed about the centre. By contrast a decrease in the standard deviation would suggest more homogeneity amongst the candidates, or a less discriminating paper, as candidate marks are more clustered about the centre.

Sticky Note
This is the maximum mark for a particular question

Sticky Note
The facility factor for an item expresses the mean mark as a percentage of the maximum mark (Max. Mark) and is a measure of the accessibility of the item. If the mean mark obtained by candidates is close to the maximum mark, the facility factor will be close to 100 per cent and the item would be considered to be very accessible. If on the other hand the mean mark is low when compared with the maximum score, the facility factor will be small and the item considered less accessible to candidates.

Sticky Note
For each item the table shows the number (N) and percentage of candidates who attempted the question. When comparing items on this measure it is important to consider the order in which the items appear on the paper. If the total time available for a paper is limited, there is the possibility of some candidates running out of time. This may result in those items towards the end of the paper having a deflated figure on this measure. If the time allocated to the paper is not considered to be a significant factor, a low percentage may indicate issues of accessibility. Where candidates have a choice of question the statistics evidence candidate preferences, but will also be influenced by the teaching policy within centres.
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SECTION A

Answer all questions.

A novice user and an expert user have different needs when using a computer. Discuss 
these differing needs and then describe how different Human Computer Interfaces 
(HCI) can address these needs. [5]
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Sticky Note
1 mark The candidate has not got the needs correct and the only mark they gain is for saying an expert user uses a command line to help them. 





Sticky Note
The candidate has got the need for the expert system – the ability to complete the task as soon as possible.  They also mentioned shortcuts and the ability to customise.  They didn’t get the need for the novice but they showed how it could be met by discussing on-line help (tutorial is same point on the mark scheme). 4 Marks





Sticky Note
5 marks The candidate got both needs and they got on screen help and wizards for the novice and shortcuts for the expert. 
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SECTION A

Answer all questions.

Many large data processing projects now make use of distributed computing. Explain 
what is meant by distributed computing and describe an application which uses it. [5]0 7





Sticky Note
5 MarksCandidate got all three marks for the definition, networked, working on the same problem, and shared processing and bandwidth.  For the example candidate got a mark for searching for intelligent life and an extension for radio telescope etc.  Final paragraph would have been worth a mark if the SETI paragraph hadn’t been there. 





Sticky Note
3 marks Two marks for the definition for networked and same problem but do not get the third as only mention sharing bandwidth.  Use only explains what SETI is and goes no further 





Sticky Note
1 mark Gets a point for networking but seems to be confused with distributed databases.
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SECTION A

Answer all questions.

A global market research company uses File Transfer Protocol (FTP). Describe in 
detail what is meant by FTP, state a use and give an advantage to the company of 
using FTP. [4]
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Sticky Note
1 mark The only mark is for the second half of the definition about sending files over the internet.





Sticky Note
4 marks Got the standard rules and the transfer files across the internet.  Got the use for loading to a website and the file size advantage. 





Sticky Note
2 marks One mark for transferring files across the internet and a second for the advantage of no limitations on size.   
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GCE INFORMATION AND COMMUNICATION TECHNOOGY - IT3 


Mark Scheme - Summer 2014 


1. Needs of the user 


 The novice user’s priority will be ease of learning/intuitive (1)


 The expert user will want to get the job done in the shortest possible time. (1)


How these could be met (Max 3 marks) 


 Could provide tutorials for novice users / Novices will need easy access to
help


 Step by step approach / novice users should never be left wondering what to
do next / wizards/ step by step approach


 Novice users tend to stick to the mouse/touch screen / Graphical user
interface (gui)


 Novice user will need clear navigation structure / colour scheme making it
easier to use i.e. showing routes through a program (hyperlinks)


 Provide shortcuts for experts / command line interface


 Experts often type at high speed and can memorise key
combinations/commands (1) and this is faster than using the mouse and
clicking on icons or going through a series of windows


 An expert can customise the interface to suit their needs


 Increased numbers of ways of performing the same operation – interfaces
have a number of routes and allow the user the choice, i.e. a novice user
would prefer to use a drop down menu or click on an icon to print whilst an
expert will want to use CTRL/P


Must be clear that answer refers to novice or expert and not general points 
about HCI.  
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7. Up to three marks for what it means 
Distributed computing - a series of computers are networked together (1) each 
working on solving the same problem/a problem/one problem (1) sharing same 
bandwidth and (data) processing. (1) 
One mark for a basic description of an application with further mark for 
expansion with more detail 
EXAMPLES 
The purpose of the SETI (Search for Extraterrestrial Intelligence) project is to search 
for intelligent life outside the Earth (1) and to do this a radio telescope is used.(1) In 
order to search for the narrow-bandwidth signals lots of computing power is needed. 
(1) At first supercomputers containing parallel processors were used to process the 
huge amount of the data from the telescopes. Then someone came up with the idea 
of using a virtual supercomputer consisting of a huge number of Internet-connected 
home computers. (1) 
Popular Power project: helping to develop flu vaccines (1) 
Folding@home project on consoles: Alzheimer’s research 
NB No mark for just naming application (i.e. just SETI) 
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9. Description  
FTP (File Transfer Protocol) is a standard Internet protocol providing a simple way of 
transferring files between computers using the Internet, (by a process which bunches 
the data into packages and sends messages back and forth to say each package 
has been received.) 
OR  
FTP is a standard set of rules (1) that have been established to allow the exchange 
of (large) files over the internet (1).  
MUST BE CLEARLY NOT ABOUT EMAIL OR COMPRESSION  


NOT Instructions instead of rules or data instead of files 


Use – one of: 


 used for uploading a database of information from surveys from one area to
the head office (example must refer to context)


 to send account information between the company and their customers


 used for down/uploading a website from/onto the Internet/server


 or other relevant example (1) e.g. Transfer files from mac to pc


(Always need to know what the data are) 


Advantage  
You are not limited to file size (unlike with email attachments) / allows reliable 
transfer of files between platforms / greater security in transfer of information / can 
have greater control of remote computer (if well developed).  


NO SCHOOL EXAMPLES  
Not Just large files. 
Not sending multiple files at once. 
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